
jasper-1.900.29 Heap Buffer Overflow Vulnerability due to a 

programming mistake 

Overview 

I have found a vulnerability in jasper-1.900.29 (an open-source initiative to provide a free software-

based reference implementation of the codec specified in the JPEG-2000 Part-1 standard) using 

AFL (http://lcamtuf.coredump.cx/afl/). The vulnerability exists in code responsible for decoding the 

input image to a JP2 file. The vulnerability is a Heap Buffer Overflow vulnerability which can cause 

Out-of-Bound write due to a programming mistake (i.e. a mistake when setting the size of a 

memory allocation). The vulnerability can cause Denial-of-Service and may cause Remote-Code-

Execution. 

Software and Environments 

Software: jasper-1.900.29 (http://www.ece.uvic.ca/~frodo/jasper/) 

  (download link: http://www.ece.uvic.ca/~frodo/jasper/software/jasper-1.900.29.tar.gz) 

Operation System: Ubuntu 16.04.1 i686 LTS 

lsb_release –a : 

 uname –a : 

Compilers: GCC + CLANG + rr 

Distributor ID: Ubuntu 

Description: Ubuntu 16.04.1 LTS 

Release: 16.04 

Codename: xenial 

Linux ubuntu 4.4.0-43-generic #63-Ubuntu SMP Wed Oct 12 13:50:36 UTC 2016 i686 i686 i686 

GNU/Linux 

http://lcamtuf.coredump.cx/afl/
http://www.ece.uvic.ca/~frodo/jasper/
http://www.ece.uvic.ca/~frodo/jasper/software/jasper-1.900.29.tar.gz


gcc --version : 

clang --version: 

 

rr --version: 

 

Reproduction 

GCC Debug 

GCC Debug + ASAN 

gcc (Ubuntu 5.4.0-6ubuntu1~16.04.2) 5.4.0 20160609 

Copyright (C) 2015 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 

This is free software; see the source for copying conditions.  There is NO 

warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

cd /*path of jasper-1.900.29 source code*/ 

mkdir build-debug 

cd build-debug 

../configure --enable-debug --disable-shared 

make 

cd src/appl 

./jasper -f /*path of PoC1 file*/ -F a.jp2 

cd /*path of jasper-1.900.29 source code*/ 

mkdir build-debug-asan 

cd build-debug-asan 

../configure --enable-asan --enable-debug --disable-shared 

make 

cd src/appl 

./jasper –f /*path of PoC1 file*/ -F a.jp2 

rr version 4.4.0 

clang version 3.8.0-2ubuntu4 (tags/RELEASE_380/final) 

Target: i686-pc-linux-gnu 

Thread model: posix 

InstalledDir: /usr/bin 



Exception 

Executing the command “./jasper –f /*path of poc file*/ -F a.jp2” where “jasper” is compiled with 

ASAN switch on will generate the following exception: 

 

 

As above shown, this is a Heap Buffer Overflow vulnerability which can cause Out-of-Bound write. 



Analysis 

The crash happens in function “jpc_qmfb_split_colgrp” due to an invalid memory write and the 

corresponding call stack is shown as the following: 

 
 

The related code is shown as the following: 

 



Apparently, what the pointer “disptr2” points to is buffer “buf”. Also, I can know the length of 

buffer “buf” should be not less than “n * JPS_QMFB_COLGRPSIZE” (here, JPS_QMFB_COLGRPSIZE 

is a constant and its value is 16). Next, I need to know  

(i) where “buf” comes from and its length;  

(ii) what “n” is. 

(i)where “buf” come from and its length? 

From the code, I find there are 2 candidate sources which respectively correspond to line 446 and 

line 434. From the debugging, I find “buf” comes from line 446 as the following shown: 

 

Its length is “bufsize” which is equal to  

That is to say the length of buffer “buf” is 
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑠+1

2
. 

(ii) what is “n”? 

From the code, 

In this debugging, the value of “parity” is 0 and I can know its value must be 0 or 1 after analysis. 

 bufsize = JPC_CEILDIVPOW2(numrows, 1) = (numrows + 1<<1 -1) >> 1 = (numrows + 1)/2 

n = numrows − hstartcol = numrows − (numrows + 1 − parity)/2 



 
As a result, (n is an integer value) 

Here, parity is 0 and n is “numrows/2”.  

 

In prior analysis, the “while” loop requires that the length of buffer “buf” is at least  

n * JPS_QMFB_COLGRPSIZE = (numrows/2) * JPS_QMFB_COLGRPSIZE = (numrows/2) * 16, 

while the actual length of buffer “buf” is (numrows+1)/2. As a result, out-of-bound write will 

happen in the later while loop. 

 

There is a condition needed to be satisfied in order to trigger this crash: “bufsize” must be greater 

than QMFB_SPLITBUFSIZE (a constant and value is 4096), i.e.  

 

 

From debugging, I know the value of “numrows” can be controlled by modifying one field of the 

PoC file (i.e. the field @offset 0x0C ~offset 0x0F, here is 0x00002001). 

n = numrows −
numrows + 1 − parity

2
=  

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑠

2
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 0 

n = numrows −
numrows + 1 − parity

2
=  

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑠 + 1

2
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 1 

bufsize = (numrows + 1) / 2 > 4096 

 numrows >= 8193 = 0x2001 



 
For example, if I modify the value of this field to be 0x00004012 as the following shown 

 

The debugging info will be 

 

(Note: there are other fields that are related with the computation of “numrows”). 

 

Next question is what values can be written into after overflow. For this, I didn’t spend much time.  

Conclusions 

This is a Heap Buffer Overflow vulnerability which can cause Out-of-Bound write. I guess the 

vulnerability is introduced by a programming mistake, i.e. the code should be “buf = 



jas_alloc2(bufsize, JPC_QMFB_COLGRPSIZE * sizeof(jpc_fix_t))” instead of “buf = 

jas_alloc2(bufsize,  sizeof(jpc_fix_t))”. The vulnerability can cause Denial-of-Service and may 

cause Remote-Code-Execution. 

 

Patch Advice 
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*** jpc_qmfb.c 2016-11-16 23:03:41.000000000 +0800 

--- jpc_qmfb_patch.c 2016-11-25 01:06:09.959152077 +0800 

*************** 

*** 443,449 **** 

   

   /* Get a buffer. */ 

   if (bufsize > QMFB_SPLITBUFSIZE) { 

!   if (!(buf = jas_alloc2(bufsize, sizeof(jpc_fix_t)))) { 

     /* We have no choice but to commit suicide in this case. */ 

     abort(); 

    } 

--- 443,449 ---- 

   

   /* Get a buffer. */ 

   if (bufsize > QMFB_SPLITBUFSIZE) { 

!   if (!(buf = jas_alloc3(bufsize, JPC_QMFB_COLGRPSIZE, sizeof(jpc_fix_t)))) { 

     /* We have no choice but to commit suicide in this case. */ 

     abort(); 

    } 


